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Problem Identification
There are many current barriers to participating in exercise and physical therapy in the elderly, including:
➔ Cost (gym membership, physical therapy, workout equipment, transportation)
➔ Health (immunocompromised, obesity, musculoskeletal pain, cardiovascular disease, pulmonary
disease)⁵
➔ Environment (workout spaces, sidewalks, parks)⁵
➔ Interpersonal factors (motivation, personal enjoyment)⁵
➔ Safety of environment (SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, cold weather, ice, crime)
➔ Time constraints
➔ Lack of knowledge⁵
➔ Lack of physician advice⁴

Public Health Cost
Epidemic of inactivity

➔
➔
➔

34.2% inactive and 20.2% insufficiently active in the United States¹
27.5% of adults over 50 years old reported no physical activity outside of work⁷
Inactivity significantly increases with increasing age⁷

Inactivity contributes to a substantial economic burden
➔

11.1% of national healthcare costs¹

Preventable death
➔

8.3% of deaths of non-disabled adults over 25 attributed to physical inactivity in the United States²

Non-communicable disease

➔

Worldwide, inactivity accounts for 6% of coronary heart disease, 7% of diabetes mellitus type 2, 10% of breast cancer, 10% of
colon cancer, and 9% of premature mortality⁶

Vermont Statistics
Nearly ⅕ report being inactive³
➔ 19.6% of females
➔ 20.4% of males
Multiracial or non-white individuals reported higher inactivity³
Those with lower education or lower income report higher inactivity³
Older individuals report higher inactivity³

Community Perspective
What barriers do you see in engaging with physical therapy?
“There is certainly a financial and time commitment associated with PT. I think people view PT as work versus a quick fix with
medication/surgery. I think that a lack of knowledge as to what PT can/should provide is a barrier for both patients and PCPs. PT can
be a first line of defense not only for rehabilitation but for injury prevention as well.”
-Neil MacKenzie PT, DPT, OCS
“One potential barrier is patient perception about the safety of in person visits and/or the perception of the benefit of a telehealth visit
with a physical therapist.”

-Jennifer Levy PT
Do you think it would be helpful to provide basic physical therapy exercises to patients if they cannot attend physical therapy
sessions?
“Yes as long as rationale can be given as to why the individual is performing each exercise. It is also important to be able to modify
exercises as necessary if people have difficulty performing certain tasks.”
-Neil MacKenzie PT, DPT, OCS

Community Perspective
Do you feel it is safe for primary care providers to hand out physical therapy exercises if they come from a reputable source?
“Definitely. As long as the PCP has an understanding of the true anatomical source of pain, giving out exercises is a great way to speed up access to
care. I think it can be difficult with the amount of knowledge a PCP has to sort through whereas I have the ability to focus on orthopaedic
populations.”
-Neil MacKenzie PT, DPT, OCS
“I think it could be safe, but I do not think it serves the same purpose as having a physical therapy evaluation. Many times I see patients who have
received exercises from their doctor, and the patients have questions or are confused about the exercises. In many cases, the exercises have been
helpful, but the patient still requires the skills of a physical therapist.”
-Jennifer Levy PT

Intervention and Methodology
Using reputable online resources, we created a handout containing a list of exercises that can be
completed safely at home without equipment. It was designed for elderly individuals, as inactivity tends
to increase with age and this population is particularly vulnerable to the deleterious effects of
inactivity. The strength and flexibility exercises primarily target the back, hips and core, common
problem areas in the elderly. The handout will contain links to further resources for more in-depth
physical therapy exercises and will be tailored for administration in a primary care setting.

Handout

Effectiveness & Limitations
Effectiveness:
➔
➔
➔

Handout can be easily administered in the primary care setting
Exercises do not require any additional equipment
Handout targets common problem areas in elderly population

Limitations:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Those without internet access cannot view the supplemental resources
Exercises require a space in the home
Handout does not reach those who are not seen in primary care setting
Included exercises limited by space on handout

Future Investigations
Further research should aim to investigate the most effective interventions to increase physical activity
with careful consideration of the barriers to exercise and physical therapy.
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Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. This project is a requirement for the Family Medicine
clerkship. It will be stored on the Dana Library ScholarWorks website. Your name will be attached to
your interview and you may be cited directly or indirectly in subsequent unpublished or published
work. The interviewer affirms that he/she has explained the nature and purpose of this project. The
interviewee affirms that he/she has consented to this interview.
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Name: Neil MacKenzie PT, DPT, OCS
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